
www.d-id.com Interfaces, evolved.

D-ID AGENTS: A NEW ERA 
OF DIGITAL INTERACTION

Step into the future of interactive communication with  D-ID Agents. Our platform allows you to create and
converse with intelligent digital avatars, offering a face-to-face experience that redefines customer
interaction. D-ID Agents combines the power of AI with the intimacy of video chat, delivering over 90%
accuracy in responses within seconds.

ENGAGE IN REAL-TIME VIDE CONVERSATIONS WITH 
AI-POWERED DIGITAL PEOPLE

BENEFITS
Easy Customization: build and deploy your own AI
effortlessly with no coding experience necessary. 
Seamless Integration: Embed on any website or
share a link to D-ID’s Studio. 
Cutting-edge Technology: Powered by advanced
LLM, NLP, and RAG for accurate, customized, and
up-to-date responses. 
Comprehensive Analytics: Gain valuable insights
from every interaction.

WHO ARE AGENTS FOR?

Transform your business with D-ID Agents across diverse domains: Enhance Customer Experience with 24/7
digital support; revolutionize Marketing with interactive avatar-led campaigns; boost Sales through engaging
product demos and customer guidance; innovate Learning & Development with interactive AI tutors; and enrich
Hospitality, Healthcare, Retail, and Real Estate services with personalized, efficient AI assistance. These Agents
are not just tools, but partners in elevating your brand's interaction and engagement at every touchpoint.

ABOUT D-ID
D-ID is revolutionizing generative AI-powered interactions and content. Specializing in Natural User Interface
(NUI) technologies, D-ID transforms images, text, videos, audio, and voice into Digital People, offering a
uniquely immersive experience. Combining facial synthesis and deep learning, D-ID elevates businesses
specializing in customer experience, marketing, and sales, and content creators around the world. 150+ million
videos have been produced with D-ID’s user-friendly self-service Creative Reality™ studio and integrations and
more than 250,000 developers are building solutions with the D-ID API. Founded in 2017 and supported by tier
1 VCs, D-ID employs 70 people globally.

Determine which avatar you want to use and how
you want it to sound, define how you want it to
interact with your users, provide it with a
customized knowledge base, and share it with
your audience.

HOW TO CREATE AN AGENT

https://www.d-id.com/
https://www.d-id.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqyzLOHYamYX2tNXBNSHr1w
https://www.facebook.com/deidentification/
https://www.instagram.com/d_id.ai/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/deidentification/mycompany/
https://www.tiktok.com/@d_id.studio
https://twitter.com/D_ID_

